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Motion Planning

I Path planning answers what has to happen to get from point
A to point B, Motion planning answers how to do it.

I Find trajectories of robot states that achieve a desired task.
I Are these trajectories feasible?
I Are these trajectories optimal?



Current schools of thought

I Sampling based motion planners
I Building a tree through the ”free space”. E.g - RRTs
I Pros: probabilistically complete
I Cons: Inefficient in high dimensional spaces. Paths tend to be

redundant calling for further optimization.

I Trajectory Optimization
I Minimize a objective function that encourages feasibility and

optimality
I Pro: can be more computationally efficient
I Cons: Local minima can lead to sub-optimal trajectories



Gaussian Processes

θ : R→ S

I Let θ be a function that represents our trajectories. It maps
time to robot state. We can query the trajectory at any time.

I A Gaussian process is a probability distribution over the space
of trajectories



Problem Statement

Define our cost functional F [θ(t)] = Fobs [θ(t)] + λFGP [θ(t)]
Fgp is the prior for our Gaussian process.

p(θ) ∝ exp{−1

2
||θ − µ||2}

minimize F [θ(t)]
subject to Gi [θ(t)] ≤ 0
and Hi [θ(t)] = 0



Optimizing cost

I Our cost functional is non-convex, so we take an iterative,
gradient based approach.

I Goal: find a perturbation δθ

δθ∗ = argmin{F [θ] +∇F [θ]δθ +
η

2
||δθ||2}

I : Update rule given by

∇F [θ(t)] =
∂v

∂θ(t)
− d

dt

∂v

∂θ̇
(t)



Factor graphs and GPMP2

I GPMP2 reformulates this problem as one of inference,
parameterizing θ in terms of desired events e.

I The optimal trajectory maximizes

θ∗ = argmax{p(θ)l(θ; e)}

I Factor graphs are a probabilistic graphical model (just like
Bayes nets!)

I (If this stuff sounds cool come to my optimization talk where
I’ll go into more detail on Levenberg-Marquadt)







GPMP-Graph

I A homotopy class is a set of trajectories that we can
continuously deform between

I We construct different factor graph chains for different
homotopy classes and optimize over them in parallel
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